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FOREWORD
This is a fascinating, informative, and surprisingly extensive
book.
During the past eighteen years, as a direct consequence of the
work of Dr. Edward O. Thorp, myself, and others, numerous
methods of winning at Blackjack by means of count systems have
developed. For the serious player who will take the trouble properly to learn and use one of the better systems, the player can and
should win over a period of time. Yet, many such players have
failed to come anywhere near the mathematically proven reasonable expectations. There is more to playing the game than just
knowing what is the mathematically correct play-much more.
Dr. Humble and Dr. Cooper have woven both factors into a
fascinating and remarkably thorough account of just how really
to succeed at casino Blackjack. This account includes a discussion of casino countermeasures, with recommendations on how to
succeed in spite of such measures. There is much to learn in this
book for both the novice and the experienced player.
JULIAN H. BRAUN

Chicago, Illinois
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PREFACE
An unknown philosopher once said that there are three kinds of
people in this world: those who make things happen, those who
watch things happen, and those who wander around braying,.
"What happened?" The purpose of this book is to keep you from
falling into the "What happened?" category when you play Blackjack.
.
This book describes and teaches you how to win money in a
casino. Strategies, techniques, and moves are explained that will
enable you to win even under adverse conditions. After reading
thi~ book, you can approach a home or casino game with complete confidence. The methods that follow have won millions of
dollars for our students in the last ten years, with the total growing
daily.
Even if you never plan to step inside a casino, you can sit back
and enjoy reading the inside story of one of the world's fastestgrowing industries-gambling. If you are a gambler or hope to
gamble someday, the following information will be invaluable:
how to choose the best place to play (from casino to chair);
proper casino etiquette;
how to control the dealer ,and not be cheated;
Blackjack systems from simple playing to tracking cards;
playing tips for amateurs and professionals alike;
new strategies for winning at home Blackjack;
how to handle winning on junkets;
the fine points in playing Blackjack;
the future of Blackjack.
Although the book is written in first person for ease of reading,
it is the collaboration of two unique individuals who share a common interest in winning money at Blackjack. One is a professor at
a large Canadian university, teaching courses on gambling, and
who has founded the International Gamblers Club to disseminate
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information to players worldwide. His students have won over
$500,000 playing Blackjack. The second is a management consultant (and former mM employee) who conducts memory techniques and communications skills training seminars through his
own firm. Between us, we have over thirty publications covering a:
wide range of subjects. More important, we win when we play
Blackjack.
There is something here for everyone. The nonplayer can find
out what happens when the folding green hits the green felt. With
new strategies, the home player will learn how to win consistently
in that "friendly" neighborhood game. The hobbyist will see how
to have more "funny money" on hand for the auction at the end
of a "Vegas night." The occasional player can master the techniques to tum a stiff casino advantage into a tossup offering free
drinks and entertainment. The serious player will be introduced
to the Hi-Opt I system, a method that gains enough of a longterm advantage over the house to provide a profession.
The contents are arranged simply in three parts. The more you
read from front to back, the better player you will become.
Chapters One through Five introduce the rules of the game and
offer suggestions for play regardless of your level of knowledge.
Chapters Six through Nine develop a range .of winning systems,
from a simple "basic strategy" detailing how to play each hand,
to the Hi-Opt I system for "counting" the cards and varying your
playing and betting accordingly.
Chapters Ten· through Twelve offer detailed tips for the serious
player, analyze junkets, and outline the future of Blackjack.
This book is not theoretical. It presents a pragmatic approach
to the often harsh realities of home and casino gambling, helping
you win at the game, not just play it. The systems are based upon
millions of hands of computer Blackjack, and proven in hundreds
of hours of casino play. This book is not only accurate, it is also
fun. Our personal experiences and those of hundreds of International Blackjack Club members are interwoven with the techniques, illustrating the many tips and suggestions for winning
play.
You say you don't believe that Blackjack is a game of skill?
We invite you to be the dealer. Any of the students of this book
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will be glad to demonstrate how easy it is to win. Dr. Humble has
an open challenge to play any person or casino for any amount
up to fifty thousand dollars. He has yet to be taken up on
it.
LANCE HUMBLE, PH.D.
CARL COOPER, PH.D.

THE WORLD'S GREATEST BLACKJACK BOOK

Revised Edition

ONE

Cashing in on Blackjack
Gold
You may have heard about the tourist vacationing in Las
Vegas. He didn't have any money to gamble, so he just
watched the games and bet mentally. In no time at all, he'd
lost his mind.
HOLLY SHAW,

Humorist

I've got a very important message for you that the gambling casinos of the world don't want you to know. They can be beaten.
Not once, not occasionally, but consistently over a long period of
time. Oh they would like you to think that only a genius with a
photographic memory for cards can do it. Unfortunately for
them, anyone can do it. You can beat them if you want. At the
very least, you can make them quit beating you while you enjoy
the comfort of their establishment. The game is ~lackjack, and all
the information you need is in yoUr hands right now.
There are three participants in a game of Blackjack: you, the
dealer, and the casino. To realize fully the benefits of reading this
book, you must understand who usually foots the bill.

WHO PAYS FOR THE GLITTER?
It was summertime in Las Vegas, with the hot desert wind practically drying my eyes out between blinks, and I had decided to
quit early after an exhausting night of play. I had stopped for an
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all-night session of Blackjack on the way to L.A., and even
though it was only 4:00 A.M. and my plane was scheduled to
leave at 9: 00 A.M•., I was through. 1 had been playing the dollar
tables downtown at the EI Cortez and had tripled my original
stake in a night of experimenting with strategies. Time to quit.
The big betting could come the next trip out now that 1 had validated certain ideas.
Tired and stiff from sitting too long, I thought I would then
tour the Strip, stopping at each major casino to see how full the
tables were and to observe any changes in their games since my
last trip. Stretched out and awake again, I reached the casinos,
needing only a short cab ride. As I hopped from one glittering
palace to another, -I saw very few winners.
I was pleased about my clothing, though. The Strip was flooded
with hookers, finished with the bulk of their night's business and
looking for a spare trick or two to complete the evening. On my
Strip walk, I was propositioned only once. This trip I had worn
my "tourist of modest means stopping in Vegas hoping not to lose
too much and have to go home early" outfit. I had blended in at
the casino and didn't seem too attractive to the other businesspeople in the area.
I ended my stroll at the MOM Grand, which meant I had unwittingly saved the most interesting for last. There was an enormous crowd, evep at this hour, around one of the hundred-dollar
tables. A handsome, tanned gentleman was playing five hundred
dollars each on two hands per deal and staying even. In front of
him were about forty stacks of hundred-dollar chips, five chips to
a stack. The area was loaded with casino personnel, looking
worried and watching every move he made. 1 began to keep track
of the cards, and while he was not using a counting system, he
was playing a good Basic Strategy (more later about both).
But the real story was not with this apparent winner. 1 began
watching the other three bettors, all of whom were fairly poor
players, and started seeing a lot of folding green. Folding green
on the table is always a danger sign. It means that the players are
losing and need more of their stake converted into. chips. As 1
watched, the winner gained about two thousand dollars (merely
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four bets) and the others lost nearly ten thousand dollars. As
Robert Blake (Baretta) might have said were he still on the air,
"And that's the name of that tune." While there are always plenty
of winners to be seen, somebody has got to be paying all those
light bills on Glitter Gulch. If you've ever stepped inside a casino,
it has probably been you.

WHY PLAY BLACKJACK?
In mid-1978, Resorts International opened Atlantic City's first
casino. In the initial week, the casino "won" a paltry $438,504
per day. The gaming tables alone contributed $191,011 per day
to this figure. The first week's summary reported that the average
table player lost nearly $18 for every hour of play. For every
$1.00 played at Blackjack, Resorts International returned to the
player an average of only $.77.
By the second month, total casino winnings were up 25 per
cent, with one day topping the $1,000,000 mark. The irony of
these figures is that of all the casino games, Blackjack is the only
one in which the player can consistently win money. by using his
or her own skill. There are many winning strategies for casino
Blackjack, most based upon computer studies done over the past
twenty years (one of the most simple and powerful systems ever
devised is presented to you in Chapters Seven and Eight). All the
other games-Craps, Roulette, Baccarat, keno, and the slot
machines-are rigged to give the casino a permanent advantage
regardless of your s1d1l. There is no way you can win at these
games over the long run. There is only one way to win: Get lucky
and never play again once you are ahead. The longer you play,
the more certain· you can be that the mathematical percentages
will grind you ·and your pocketbook down to nothing.
If you don't believe in computers and mathematics, then go to
the casinos and watch the other games for an afternoon. You will
soon see that they are losing propositions. No system has ever
beaten those games, and no system will ever beat them under the
present rules. If you want to be a winner in casino gambling, you
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must choose Blackjack as your game. Otherwise, you'll be like
the grizzled New England farmer who, when asked what he
would do if someone gave him a million dollars, replied, "Well
... I guess I would just keep on farmin' till it was all gone."

THE EVOLUTION OF BLACKJACK SYSTEMS
Before World War II, Roulette and three-dice lJazard were the
featured games in the resort areas of Florida, Michigan, and Indiana. In the thirties, Roulette held its own with Craps in Nevada,
with Blackjack running third. The casino advantage is a strong
5.26 per cent in American-style Roulette, so the players began to
gravitate to the Craps table for the simple reason that they lasted
longer and won more often. Now, with publications such as this
book showing that the casino advantage can be eliminated or
even reversed, Blackjack has become the winning game for the
casino player.
The origin of Blackjack is unknown. Like so many of the popular games today, .it evolved from other games. And it is still
changing. Casinos are experimenting with multiple decks, providing seating for additional players at the table, and changing the
method of dealing. It will take years for Blackjack to develop the
stability that Craps has reached. As profitable as Blackjack has
been for the casinos, until recently they knew very little about the
game.
The operators have always depended upon each other for information. Like the sex "facts" passed in grade-school bathrooms,
this information was usually inaccurate. In 1930, Joe Treybal, a
respected dice and equipment manufacturer, published a book
titled Handbook on Percentages. Intended only for gaming operators, it devoted a mere page to Blackjack information, and that
was incorrect:
The principle percentage in favor of the dealer arises from the fact
that all busts (player exceeding 21) must pay the dealer irrespective
of his own hand. Therefore, we have no definite figures as to the
percentage, but guarantee it will get the money whenever you get
any players to draw cards.

